
	  

Pre-Campaign report 
Client Profile - gTIE is a Finnish collection of innovative and stylish design neckwear and 

fashion accessories for men and women. While breaking ground for new styles, gTIE designs 

neckwear with more than a shake of that rock n' roll attitude. Instead of traditional models 

gTIE concentrates on exceptional choices of shape, wearing manners, and materials provid-

ing creative substitutes for ties, bow ties, cravats, chokers, plastrons, scarfs, bands, and col-

lars. gTIE is daring, edgy, sophisticated, and rock. The price range for gTIE products in gen-

eral is above the average supporting the brand's exclusive and personal image. 

gTIE was founded in 2007 in Helsinki by Jenni Ahtiainen, a Finnish designer who is the cul-

mination and driving force of both, the collection and the brand. Jenni Ahtiainen established 

her website prior to the company, in 2006, and started running her own online store in 2008 

only after one year of operating as an entrepreneur. At the moment she manages the website 

(www.gtie.fi), online store, designs and marketing on her own without any personnel. Manu-

facturing is mainly outsourced within Finland. The company has an active Facebook account 

(www.facebook.com/gTIEface) with a loyal fan base (1630 fans). Jenni ahtiainen also writes 

a blog for gTIE (gtiebackline.blogspot.com).  

Jenni Ahtiainen designs all gTIE products herself. The brand is originally based on two col-

lections: FRENZY, a ready-made collection produced in three locations in Finland, Helsinki, 

Lappeenranta, and Vaasa and gUNIQUE, a tailor-made collection where the customer's 

wishes are the basis of the design and detailing. The latest "KENNETH collection 2012 for 

men" is produced in cooperation with a Finnish classic tie manufacturer and sold through 

their sales channel as well as in gTIE online store.  

Market Analysis - A selection of gTIE products are sold in small boutiques in Finland. The 

majority of sales, however, come through the online store. Media's growing interest in gTIE 

and Jenni Ahtianen has increased the company's offline and online presence. Both offline and 

online presence have a strong effect on online sales, which indicates of a highly responsive 

client base. Statistics from Google Analytics or other web analytics tools are not currently 

available. However, according to the company, customers consist of all ages, (excluding 

young children), almost equally men and women. Women tend to buy more through the 

online store whereas men seek to find offline channels. gTIE operates in a small niche in the 

clothing industry and does not face direct competition within Finland. The Finnish quality 

design and a well-known designer differentiate gTIE from its potential foreign competitors 

offering lower-priced mass produced accessories in the Finnish market. However, gTIE's 

offering includes substitutes for traditional ties and bowties and therefore, the company faces 



	  

competition from companies offering traditional ties and bowties especially offline. 

Online, for example, when searching for "tie" in Finnish, Google Search shows only one 

ad from www.tieroom.fi. Then again, when searching for "fashion accessories for men" 

Google Search shows numerous ads from big foreign companies operating in Finland. Even 

though these companies are not direct competitors on the market, in Google AdWords we are 

competing with them with some keywords. Foreign online stores and designers form a great-

er threat of competition than local. Accordingly, the Finnish clothing and accessories industry 

has been losing market share to foreign competitors for decades. Growth of the industry has 

been almost nonexistent and high labor costs result in uncompetitive prices for local prod-

ucts. Generally the industry is very sensitive to economic fluctuations and even weather 

changes. Total sales of Finnish fashion retailers in 2010 was €1958 million. Online sales in 

Finland are growing fast, clothing and footwear being one of the biggest online product cate-

gories. In 2008, 22% of the population (aged 16-74) had bought clothes or shoes online and 

by 2011 the amount had increased to 31%. Although, generally in Finland, the late springtime 

and Christmas are seasons for celebration and dressing up, seasonality does not show strong-

ly in gTIE's sales.  

Current Marketing - The main function of the official website is online sales and it acts also 

as a brand showroom. Content on the official site is more static and focused on product cate-

gories instead of for example current events or news. The website has two language versions, 

English and Finnish. Google PageRank for the Finnish version is 3 and for the English ver-

sion 2. Currently, the only statistics available for the website are from Google Webmaster 

Tool. gTIE's Facebook account is very active; the launch of new products, sales promotion 

(special offers), articles related to Jenni and her products are a visible and a viable part of 

marketing activities in the social media. The account greatly supports the official website and 

online store and is highly valued as a social channel for being in contact with regular custom-

ers and fans. The URL is mainly promoted online. According to Google Webmaster Tool the 

company website has 5339 inbound links. 

Conclusions - Despite the active presence in social media the company is lacking effective 

means to reach potential customers who are not yet aware of gTIE. gTIE's long-term strategy 

for increasing brand awareness and building a foundation for further marketing efforts are 

initiated with our AdWords campaigns in both, Google search and Google display networks.  

gTIE's goal is to increase customers' awareness of the products, boost traffic to the official 

website and to reach new customers to increase sales.  



	  

AdWords Strategy - The proposed AdWords strategy consists of one brand campaign 

in the Google display network and a brand campaign and two product campaigns in the 

search network with altogether eight ad groups.  

Network Search Display 
Campaign Men's neckwear Festive Brand Brand 

Ad group Ties 
Cravats Plastrons Bands 

Decolts 
Bowties 
Crosets gTIE Tailored Image 

ads Text ads 

Budget % 35 % 35 % 30 % 50 % 50 % 
Budget € 172.58 € 19.18 € 
Table	  1	   Campaign	  structure 

Our target is to boost sales in the online store of a small company that sells unknown prod-

ucts, some of which are invented by the designer. This creates a challenge for finding suitable 

keywords as well as creating ways to reach people who are not initially looking for these 

products, but could be willing to buy a gTIE instead of a classic tie. Therefore, our focus is 

on two broader categories - the brand and individual products. Since we are mainly targeting 

customers who are not yet familiar with the products, we have constructed the campaigns to 

match the more ordinary search queries for accessories and style. The display campaign is 

part of our mission to raise brand awareness to support the product campaign. We will target 

the display network campaign mainly to stylists' blogs and other fashion blogs.  

We will use geo-targeting to limit our ads to be shown initially only in Finland. Still, due to 

the nature of the brand, we will use some ads in English, as research on search queries in 

Google indicate that Finnish people use also English search terms. Due to the unfamiliarity of 

the product there is a risk of not getting enough impressions or clicks, and therefore, in addi-

tion to all other optimization actions, we are prepared to expand our geo-targeting with our 

English ads. None of Google web tools are available for us at the moment, yet the general 

linking statistics available on the web support this plan. Moreover, since the products are 

extremely niche, we aim more for quality impressions and better CTR than just masses of 

impressions.   

  CPC Clicks Impressions Budget CTR 
Search 0.55 € 313 8943 172.58 € 3.5 % 
Display 0.25 € 77 7700 19.18 €  1.0 % 
Table	  2	   Target	  metrics 

By the end of the campaign we aim to achieve around 7 000 - 9 000 impressions on both 

networks and reach a CTR of 3.5% in the search network and 1.0% in the display network. 

To be able to track conversions, we aim to connect Google Analytics and Google Webmaster 

Tool to the client's website before launching the campaign. We strive to at least double the 

visits on our client's website. During the campaign we wish to achieve 25 % more likes on 



	  

client's Facebook page. We will start with broad match keywords and +match modifier 

to learn the consumers' search behavior and to increase CTR. Table 3 below shows sample 

keywords for the Kenneth collection Adgroup. The keywords marked with * will remain also 

in English, others being translated to Finnish. 

Adgroup Suggested keywords Negative keywords 

Ties 

kenneth, kenneth collection*, tie, new tie, scarf for 
men, fashion for men*, fashion rules*, new style for 
men, gift for men, +gift men's neckwear, Matex, cra-
vat, +tie, +substitute, [silk tie]*, [knotted scarf], 
[pocket square], [my name is Kenneth]*, [kenneth by 
gtie]*, [Kenneth by Matex]*, [menswear online]*, 
+Kenneth, +stockmann, +kenneth, +sokos +gtie* 

[cole], cheap, second hand, used,  
free, child, children, woman, 
woolen 

Table	  3	   Sample	  keywords 

Intensive keyword research will be done and after monitoring the initial keyword and cam-

paign performance we will check our settings on a daily basis to optimize campaign perfor-

mance.  

Sample ads 
gTIE - Kenneth collection 
boutique.gtie.fi/Categories/Kenneth 
More choices for everyday style, 
check out new fashion rules for men! 

Looking for a tie? 
boutique.gtie.fi/Categories/Kenneth 
Check out new fashion rules for men 
and get a gTIE ! 

Table	  4	   Sample	  ad	  texts	  

Figure 1 presents our estimated 

daily budget allocation. For a bet-

ter CTR we will emphasize the 

search network campaigns by allo-

cating 90% of the total budget 

there, while the brand awareness 

campaign in the display network 

supports with a share of 10% of 

the total budget. In the display 

network we want to stress the first two-week time period. The weekly budget shares for the 

search network campaigns for the three-week time period are 37%, 27%, and 35%. In the 

case of being able to use analytics tools, we have set goals such as, doubling the traffic on the 

official website that is, the online selling point and increasing the amount of Facebook fans 

by 25%. We also aim at being able to gather relevant data for future long-term website quali-

ty enhancement and search engine optimization for the client company.  
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Figure	  1	   Daily	  budget 


